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ABSTRACT.
The Multi-threaded Application Real-Time executor (MARTe) is a data driven framework environment for the development and deployment of real-time control algorithms. The main ideas which led to the present version of the framework were to standardise the development of real-time control systems, while providing a set of strictly bounded standard interfaces to the outside world and also accommodating a collection of facilities which promote the speed and ease of development, commissioning and deployment of such systems. At the core of every MARTe based application, is a set of independent inter-communicating software blocks, named Generic Application Modules (GAM), orchestrated by a real-time scheduler. The platform independence of its core library provides MARTe the necessary robustness and flexibility for conveniently testing applications in different environments including non-real-time operating systems. MARTe is already being used in several machines, each with its own peculiarities regarding hardware interfacing, supervisory control configuration, operating system and target control application. This paper presents and compares the most recent results of systems using MARTe: the JET Vertical Stabilisation system, which uses the Real Time Application Interface (RTAI) operating system on Intel multi-core processors; the COMPASS plasma control system, driven by Linux RT also on Intel multi-core processors; ISTTOK real-time tomography equilibrium reconstruction which shares the same support configuration of COMPASS; JET error field correction coils based on VME, PowerPC and VxWorks; FTU LH reflected power system running on VME, Intel with RTAI.

1. INTRODUCTION
MARTe is a C++ multi-platform framework for the development and execution of real-time control systems [1]. Its main goals are to provide a clear boundary between algorithms, hardware interaction and system configuration, leveraging reusability and maintainability. This functional division also enables control systems simulation [2] and phased commissioning, by replacing some of its components by models and synthetic data producers.

Being multi-platform it minimises the constraints with the operational environments, so that the target application can be easily run on a different operating system. A feature which allows the development and execution of code in non real-time environments and to proceed to the final deployment on the real-time target, only when the overall functionality of the control system is asserted. MARTe was already ported and tested in the following operating systems: Wind River® VxWorks®, Linux®, Linux®/RTAI, Solaris®, and MS® Windows®.

MARTe and its components are data driven using a textual language with a specific format and syntax, validated during the configuration phase. The framework does not impose a way on how the configuration data should be produced, but it does provide a standard for sending new configuration requests, using TCP/IP, consenting its integration in different experiments and human machine interfaces.

The core component of a MARTe is the Generic Application Module (GAM). A MARTe application is built by connecting a collection of specialized GAMs, using a memory data bus.
named Dynamic Data Buffer (DDB). Each GAM can produce and receive data using DDB named channels. These are requested by the GAM upon configuration and the framework guarantees that all the required sources are present on the system. Usually each GAM is associated with a functional requirement of the control system (e.g. PID or data conversion), enabling the reusage of the component itself, or the replacement of part of the control system, particularly useful for simulation purposes.

The interface with the hardware and synchronization is performed using a special module named IOGAM. It provides a standard hardware interface to MARTe, which expects the real hardware interaction to be implemented at the driver level (e.g. configuration and data transferring). MARTe supports two types of synchronization mechanisms, one based on continuous polling of a resource and the other as a response to an external interrupt. The framework can also have asynchronously triggered elements on the control chain, which collect the latest data available and verifying if the latency is acceptable.

Each control loop is executed by an entity named real-time thread. A MARTe application can have one or more real-time threads, running at different frequencies and with different priorities. If the underlying hardware and operating system supports it, the threads can run in different CPU sets. These threads can also be connected and exchange information between their DDBs. As a real-time executor, MARTe measures the execution time of its components, the total overall cycle time and jitter, and is capable of taking protective actions if problems are found during the control loop cycle. A series of auxiliary components are also built around the framework, enabling among other things: component introspection and browsing using a built-in HTTP server, an advanced real-time logging mechanism and a data achiever.

MARTe is currently being used in several fusion experiments, to solve different control problems, each with its own singularities regarding supervisory control and configuration, data collection and hardware. This paper describes some of the systems, comparing architectures and recent results.

2. JET VERTICAL STABILIZATION

2.1. DESCRIPTION

Tokamak plasmas are confined inside a vessel using strong magnetic fields. Vertically elongated plasmas experience a vertical instability that has to be actively controlled, by means of a radial magnetic field [3], created by a set of poloidal field coils. The controller tries to maintain the plasma vertical velocity and current on the circuit around zero. Erroneous control of the system can have serious consequences, as a sudden loss of thermal and magnetic energy can lead to the induction of large currents and forces on the machine vessel. Recently at JET [4], the largest tokamak in the world, the Vertical Stabilization (VS) system was upgraded [5], in order to enable the exploitation of the machine at high plasma current with ITER [6] relevant plasma shapes.

The power radial field amplifier (ERFA) was enhanced to a newer version [7] capable of providing \( \pm 5kA \) of output current and \( \pm 12kV \) at maximum rate of change of 800V/\( \mu s \). The controller hardware was upgraded from a version running on TMS32C40tm processors [8] to an ATCA® and PCIe based system [9] acquiring 192 ADC channels at 2MHz, with microsecond figure latencies in data
transportation to the main core. Finally, all the modules and controllers were partially redesigned and improved to take advantage of the greater flexibility of the new control system, in particular the larger number of inputs and processing power available. Acquired data is filtered down to 20kHz in the acquisition cards FPGAs and transferred at this rate to the central processing unit, providing the 50 ms cycle time of the control system. The system runs on an Intel®Coretm2 Quad processor and uses the Linux operating system with the real-time extension RTAI.

The VS is also used as an experimental tool. In order to increase performance and confinement times, it is required to push plasma parameters towards high pressure and plasma current. Unfortunately this triggers a set of instabilities which can work against the system. Of particular importance is an instability named Edge Localized Mode (ELM), occurring in the outer part of the radius, which can deliver high heat loads to the plasma facing components. One of the ideas to mitigate its impact, is to try to generate the ELMs at a predefined frequency, in order to have some control over the instability size. The VS system achieves this using a technique called ELM pacing [10], which consists in applying for a given period of time a constant voltage to the amplifier (ignoring what was requested by the controller), called vertical kick, and causing an abrupt vertical movement of the plasma.

2.2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

A series of 18 GAMs are used in the JET VS system. The role of the first GAM is to provide synchronization with the time source and transfer data from 192 ADC modules. This data is converted into the correct physical units, prior to placing it in the DDB. The next module to be executed provides some synthetic data and event detection mechanisms (e.g. ELMs). An IOGAM connected to the JET Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) [11] network subsequently checks if a stop was requested by the real-time protection system. With all the required data in the DDB, an observer GAM combines some of the input magnetic signals in order to provide up to 10 estimations of the plasma vertical velocity. A scheduler module follows and decides, from the available controllers, what should close the loop and what velocity estimation to use. Immediately after, two GAMs are allowed to provide several experimental features (e.g. vertical kicks and delays) by overriding the controller request. Finally, the voltage request is sent to the amplifier and data is stored in memory for collection upon pulse completion.

One of the most important MARTe features used during the development and deployment of the VS system was the ability to interchange GAMs, without impacting on the remaining part of the control system. One GAM which implements a state space model was used to simulate the plasma and amplifier currents [12]. The radial field amplifier was also modelled using a GAM, enabling to simulate its hysteretic characteristics and natural noise. These permitted to have a full closed-loop simulation of the system and to test several observers and controller schemes, against different type of perturbations, before testing on the real plant. It should be noticed that these simulations were usually run in a non real-time operating system, using exactly the same algorithmic code which was running in the plant.
The configuration of the plant is performed using the JET Level-1 pulse scheduler and editor, while data downloading and archiving is achieved through the JET GAP data archive system. These are the standard tools and protocols for any system deployed at JET. A module which translates these protocols into MARTe language was developed, enabling any MARTe based system to be easily integrated in the JET environment.

2.3. DISCUSSION
The new Vertical Stabilization system is successfully running since July 2009. As an essential system for the operation of the machine, its first requirement was reliability. Figure 1 depicts the cycle time which is well bounded within 1 ms of the Figure 1. Cycle time of the VS system. The synchronization of the control loop is performed within 1 ms of the configured 50ms value. required 50ms, proving the resilience of the real-time system against external disturbances (e.g. interrupts). An advanced configuration editor enables experts to specify up to 25 time windows, where the references, type of controller and its parameters, observers and experimental features can be enabled. Upon data collection more than 250 signals are transferred to the JET archiving system. Besides the 192 signals related to the data acquisition, several debug and controller related signals are also collected, with an average of 600 MBytes of total data per pulse.

The new VS was already used in some experiments regarding ELM pacing and against a wide spectrum of plasma scenarios. Figure 2 is an example, from JET Pulse No: 78443, where ELM pacing was tested. The first plot shows the requested voltage, where the constant voltage for the kick is highlighted. The actual voltage and current provided by the amplifier is shown in the two following plots. As it can be seen in the last plot, three ELMs were successfully triggered against the applied negative kicks. The positive kick which normally follows, is a natural response of the controller to the original kick. When no kicks are applied it can be seen that the controller is trying to maintain the current in the circuit around zero.

3. JET EFCC
3.1. DESCRIPTION
In a tokamak, the presence of asymmetries in the magnetic fields can drive the formation of instabilities which degrade plasma confinement and eventually lead to its abrupt termination. These error fields are inevitable and are due to factors such as imperfections in the construction and alignment of the magnetic field coils and the presence of different magnetic materials. The Error Field Correction Coils (EFCC) system [13] provides a way of changing the magnetic field topology at the plasma boundary, allowing the compensation of the errors fields. More recent results have also showed that the EFCCs can be used for ELM mitigation, using pacing techniques [14]. The JET system can drive either one or two amplifiers, depending on the required EFCC magnetic configuration. In the former case the two amplifier sets are controlled by independent feedback controllers.

The JET EFCC controller and power supplies were recently upgraded. The new system is based on the VME architecture hosting a Motorola®MVME5100™ PowerPC processor module. Analog
signals are acquired using the Pentland® MPV956™ board, which provides up to 32 multiplexed ADC channels with a maximum sampling rate of 330kHz and 8DAC channels, while digital I/O is performed using the Pentland® MPV922™ board, both interfaced to VME. The operating system is the real-time Wind River® VxWorks™.

The control algorithm and the synchronization scheme were also upgraded, in order to add new functionality and to have better performances in higher frequency current references. The new controller scheme, still to be tested on the plant, contains a contribution from an adaptive feed-forward and a feedback system. The target cycle for the system is set to 200ms.

3.2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The EFCC system comprises a collection of 13GAMs. The first module uses a VxWorks™ timer as its input. As soon as this time is a multiple of the cycle time, it enables a new control cycle to start. At this stage, a time correction GAM is executed, providing a fine adjustment of the time against the one provided by the JET central timing system, available at a lower, 1ms, resolution. Data is then acquired from the MPV956™ board and transferred to the DDB. The waveform generator is responsible for providing the current references previously designed by the expert user. This GAM and the feedback modules are executed before the voltage requests are written to the DACs. Finally, data is stored in memory for later collection.

The system uses the same JET interfaces of VS, both for configuration and data retrieval. The only difference relies on the configuration data itself and on the signals that are acquired.

3.3. RESULTS

Figure 3 shows the cycle for the system during JET Pulse No: 78949, where the worst case jitter for the 200µs cycle is of 15µs, a value which is still acceptable for the controller.

Figure 4 depicts the controller successfully following a current reference previously setup by the expert. One of the key features that greatly enhanced the development process was the ability to run the same software modules both in online and offline environments. It not only enabled the validation of the control algorithms, by allowing the use of data from previous experiments, but also drastically reduced the debugging effort by permitting testing in non real-time systems. The time adjustment permits an improved time tagging precision of the acquired samples but is not essential to the system. It can be reused in other JET systems, based on different primary synchronization mechanisms, that also require this extra functionality. As referred before, the system can drive one or two amplifiers, each with its own feedback data. In the later case, a copy of the same set of control GAMs is used for both amplifiers, although driven by different data.

4. COMPASS CONTROL SYSTEM

4.1. DESCRIPTION

COMPASS is a compact tokamak that has recently restarted its operation in Prague [15]. It is a machine of particular interest to the fusion community due to its ITER-relevant geometry and the
possibility to perform ITER-edge plasma physics relevant experiments.

The plasma control system is also being upgraded. The architecture is divided in two control loops, one running at 50µs and a second at 500µs. The former is responsible for the control of horizontal and vertical position, while the later handles equilibrium, shaping and plasma current.

The hardware data acquisition and processor solution [16] is similar to the one used for the JET VS. The interface to both the slow power supplies system and fast amplifiers is performed using a serial protocol over fiber optics.

4.2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

As referred before the system is divided in two loops [17]. This is accomplished in MARTe using two real-time threads, that in the case of COMPASS are running in two different cores of the CPU. The faster 50µs loop, reads the data from the ADCs and synchronizes with the trigger and timing system. An offset and drift removal GAM is then used to remove the drift caused by the analog integration of the magnetic signals. Before proceeding with its main execution, the thread sends the acquired data to the 500 ms loop. The control algorithms for the fast loop are at that point executed and the references sent to the power supplies. Finally data is collected for later retrieval.

When the slower loop is executed it already has 10 samples for each signal transferred from the faster loop. These samples are filtered before being fed to the DDB. After synchronizing with the timing source, it runs a GAM that calculates the plasma current, followed by the plasma position and shaping calculator modules. As on the faster loop, data is sent to the amplifiers using the serial link and stored in memory for later collection, when the experiment terminates.

The possibility of having the conceptual division of the two control loops directly mapped into MARTe was an advantage for the design of the system, as it allowed to have one single source for data processing and acquisition, before propagating it to the different algorithms. Since part of the hardware was already being used at JET, some of the GAMs did not have to be developed and could be used without any modifications.

The integration with COMPASS supervisory control and configuration system was performed using the framework HTTP server and introspection system. A series of components that translate between an HTTP request and a MARTe internal message, both for GAM configuration and experimental data collection, were also developed.

4.3. RESULTS

Figures 5 and 6 show the cycle time for the two threads. Even running on Linux, very good jitter figures can be obtained. These are mainly due to the Linux isolcpus feature [18], which forces the operating system to assign its tasks to a default set of CPUs, allowing MARTe real-time tasks to run on CPUs free from any Linux activity.

Figure 7 depicts the system successfully following the current reference for the magnetizing field power supply. COMPASS is already using MARTe as its real-time controller for all the coil current control systems. In the near future, with the algorithms for the plasma shape reconstruction
already implemented and tested, new controller schemes and variables can be implemented.

5. ISTTOK TOMOGRAPHY
5.1. DESCRIPTION
In the last two decades, some tokamaks have tested Alternating plasma Current (AC) discharges \[19\][20]. These type of experiments allow for longer pulses and to test the interaction of plasma with materials from both sides, without moving the sample. One of the problems which arise in AC discharges is that during the reversing of the plasma current, the magnetic diagnostics fail to provide an accurate measurement of the plasma position. Tomography, being a diagnostic that only depends in the emitted radiation from the plasma and that does not rely on magnetic measurements, is a strong candidate to provide this measurement.

A new real-time plasma position controller, based on tomography, was recently developed at ISTTOK \[21\]. The hardware is again based on the same ATCA® solution used for the JET VS and COMPASS. The system uses 30 ADC inputs, from one acquisition board, acquired at 2MHz and later downsampled to 20kHz inside the board FPGAs. The communication with the horizontal and vertical field power supplies is performed using a serial link over fiber optics, sharing the same protocol used in COMPASS. Due to the amount of calculations which have to be performed in the realtime tomography algorithm, the cycle time was set to 100\(\mu\)s.

5.2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
A collection of 10 GAMs is executed for each control loop. After acquiring the data from the ATCA® IOGAM, the ISTTOK tomography reconstruction and PID algorithms are executed and the system synchronized to the timing system. Subsequently to the module which generate the references, the next step is the execution of the GAMs responsible for the communication with the power supplies, followed by a set of utility and collection GAMs. Sharing the same hardware interface with the JET VS system and the same power supplies protocol with the COMPASS architecture, enabled the developer to focus in the development of the core tomographic and control algorithms.

5.3. RESULTS
Figure 8 shows the plasma position being successfully controlled in real-time, using the tomographic reconstruction of the plasma emissivity, for ISTTOK Pulse Number 23330. As referred before, this is extremely useful during the inversion stage of AC tokamak discharges (happening at around 27ms in this pulse), where magnetic measurements, are less reliable due to low plasma current. The cycle time is depicted in figure 9 and the target value of 100\(\mu\)s with a maximum jitter of about 6\(\mu\)s, even with a complex tomographic algorithm in the control loop.

6. FTU LOWER HYBRID REFLECTED POWER
6.1. DESCRIPTION
In a fusion device, additional heating systems provide a way of complementing the ohmic heating
attained through Joule effect. The Lower Hybrid (LH) system provides a way of delivering power to the plasma using electromagnetic waves and can also work as a current drive system [22]. The system works in the 1-10GHz range with high power (several hundreds of kW) RF sources. This source is usually a high vacuum electronic tube working as an amplifier, named klystron, or an open resonant cavity, named gyrotron. In the case of the FTU tokamak, the 8GHz LH system [23] uses gyrotrons with an output RF power of 1MW.

The main feedback control system of FTU tokamak is going to be upgraded to receive the ratio between LH transmitted and reflected power from the plasma. The controller will use this value to change the plasma position in order to optimize the coupling with the LH source antenna [24]. The reflected power is going to be computed by a MARTe based system, running on a VME crate with a XVME-6200 VMEbus Intel®Core™2 Duo T7400 processor, one acquisition board from from CAEN® with 16, 12 bits, ADC channels and two Acromag® outputs boards with 8 DAC channels each. The operating system is RTAI and the requested cycle time for the feedback system is 250µs.

6.2. SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE
MARTe waits for the beginning of a new control cycle using an IOGAM triggered by the acquisition board. After converting the acquired signals from the ADC channels into physical units, the module that computes the power ratio is executed. An IOGAM ultimately writes the calculated data to the DAC channels and a collection GAM stores the signals in memory for later archiving.

During the commissioning of the system, a waveform generation module was introduced in the control chain, providing simulated values of the inputs. In order to test the system and the hardware as accurately as possible, data produced by the waveform generator is sent through the DACs and digitized back using the acquisition board. This module will be removed when the system is connected to the diagnostic.

6.3. DISCUSSION
As depicted in figure 10, the target 250µs cycle time has been met with a worst case jitter of less than 2µs. Figure 11 shows the power ratio for the LH antenna in FTU Pulse Number 32682.

The LH system required the development of new modules both for hardware interaction and algorithm execution. It was also the first system to use MARTe and RTAI in a VME based environment.

7. DISCUSSION
Table I compares the different MARTe systems regarding hardware, operating system and cycle time. All have very good results in what concerns worst case jitter, proving that the operating system is protecting the controllers execution from external interrupts and correctly prioritizing the real-time tasks. It should be noticed that the development of MARTe applications is completely transparent in what concerns low level interactions with the underlying operating system, since these are delegated to the framework libraries.
The VS system was the first MARTe based application to be deployed. It delivered very high performances and allowed part of the system to be modelled and tested offline, taking advantage of the GAM structures. The EFCC application proved that the framework could also run, delivering high performances, in a completely different hardware and operating system. COMPASS used for the first time the multi-thread support to run two control loops, each with its own frequency, in the same processor set. Both COMPASS and ISTTOK took advantage of some of the already developed modules for the ATCA® based hardware and focused their effort on the development on new algorithmic modules. The FTU LH system was the first to run using Intel® dual core processors on VME.

The most important feature which seems to be transversal to all systems is the ability to easily change GAMs. It is widely used to simulate the algorithms in an offline system without hardware (model based design), or to test the hardware using simulated data. The modularity provided by the GAMs has also allowed the different projects to interchange some modules, without having to rewrite any code. Examples are the IOGAMs sharing the same low level hardware and utility GAMs (e.g. data collection).

Making no assumptions on how data is produced and what underlying protocols are used, allowed MARTe to be easily integrated in experiments with their own methodology for configuration and experimental data retrieval. More important, as the boundary is very well defined, there was no impact on existing code and allowed to develop and integrate new modules, without making any assumptions about who were the input data sources and output consumers.

The framework proved to be portable enough to be already in use in 4 different experimental devices, running important controllers and diagnostics which are in some cases essential to the operation of the machine. Although the examples presented on this paper are all related to the fusion experimental world, there is no reason why MARTe could not be used in different kinds of experiments.
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Figure 1: Cycle time of the VS system. The synchronization of the control loop is performed within 1µs of the configured 50µs value.

Figure 2: The first two plots show the requested and applied voltage by the amplifier, followed by the current on the circuit. On the first plot the negative kicks are highlighted and as it can be seen from the last plot, three ELMs were successfully triggered.

Figure 3: Cycle time for the EFCC system. The synchronization is achieved within the required 200µs with a worst case jitter of 15µs.

Figure 4: The current reference is highlighted in red. The controller successfully follows the reference during the period where the EFCC system was enabled in the experiment.
Figure 5: Cycle time for the 50µs loop, responsible for the communication with the fast amplifiers.

Figure 6: Cycle time for the slower 500µs loop. The worst jitter is less than 2% of the total time.

Figure 7: Current control for the magnetizing field.

Figure 8: The first two plots show the R and Z plasma position coordinates, as calculated by the tomographic reconstruction (blue) and by the magnetics (in red). In the third plot the plasma current is depicted. During the inversion of the plasma current (~27µs), the magnetics fail to provide an accurate value of the plasma position.
Figure 9: Cycle time for the real-time position control of the ISTTOK plasma, using tomography.

Figure 10: Cycle time of the LH system. The jitter is under 1% of the total time.

Figure 11: Ratio between transmitted and reflected power from the LH antenna. This value is going to be send to the feedback system in order to improve the coupling.